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Love Potion, Expired       Lev “Ljova” Zhurbin (b. 1978)  
(From Culai, 2012) 
 
Composer Lev “Ljova” Zhurbin, born in Moscow into a family of musicians and writers, recalls first hearing Gypsy 
fiddle music in street markets and fairs as a small child. It made a lasting impression, and today Ljova’s highly 
prolific creative output is a colorful melange of classical, folk and jazz elements – a blending of musical 
languages that is the guiding theme of tonight’s program.  
 
Love Potion, Expired is the fourth movement of Ljova’s 2012 string quartet Culai, written as a tribute to 
legendary Romanian Gypsy bandleader Nicolae “Culai” Neacșu, who achieved international stardom as the 
frontman of the ensemble Taraf de Haidouks. Culai “played…with the innocence of an amateur, and the smirk of 
a professional who’s been on the road for decades and has seen everything,” Ljova says.  
 
This short movement is an evocation of the whirling hora dance typical of Neacșu’s native Wallachia region of 
Romania. Listen for how the viola and cello provide the driving bass line (at one point, the cellist strikes the 
strings with the bow in an imitation of the Transylvanian folk instrument called the gardon) and the two violins 
alternate between playing together and in call-and-response, always trying to outdo each other with 
heartstring-pulling “bent notes” and intricate, virtuosic ornamentation.  
 
 
Andante Cantabile       Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky (1840-1893) 
(from the String Quartet no. 1 in D Major, Op. 11) 
 
In the Western world, we generally think of folk music and classical music as two distinct and separate genres. 
And for much of history since the Renaissance, that has been the case: rooted in an early split between sacred 
and secular music, the “classical” tradition developed towards formal ensembles and cosmopolitan concert halls 
and the “folk” tradition remained a largely rural, working-class art strongly tied to local cultures. In the 
nineteenth century, when Europe was beginning its painful reorganization from feudal empires into nation-
states, artists across genres began to adopt elements of their cultures’ folk traditions as a deliberate political 
statement. 
 
In Tchaikovsky’s Russia, fierce cultural debate raged between “Westernizers,” who wanted to see their country 
fully adopt Western European cultural and social norms for the sake of progress, and “Slavophiles,” who 
believed that Russia’s own native culture was fundamentally different and should be preserved on its own 
terms. In musical terms, composers sympathetic to the former would emulate the high style of French and 
German concert music, while those aligned with the latter were insisting on the use of folk materials and 
experimenting with the deconstruction of “overly German” methods of thematic development (the Slavophile 
composers’ circle known as the Mighty Five sometimes referred to the German style as “potato music.”) 
Tchaikovsky walked a middle path, and tried to take the best from each approach.  
 
In this Andante Cantabile, the famous second movement of his first String Quartet, the primary melody is based 
on a Ukrainian folk song (in which a tipsy peasant daydreams about his lover). But it is presented in a wholly 
“classical” context, from the structure and thematic development of the piece to the choice of ensemble itself – 
string quartets were uncommon for Russian composers at the time, and would have been seen as a deliberately 
Western artistic choice. 
 
 
 
 



Dances of the Yogurt Maker      Erberk Eryilmaz (b. 1989) 
(2014)  
 
If Tchaikovsky’s quartet shows one way classical composers have interacted with folk traditions, Erberk 
Eryilmaz’s Dances of the Yogurt Maker shows another: rather than adapting the substance of folk material to 
the style of existing classical ensembles, this work starts with the folklore and adapts the classical ensemble to 
its particular needs.  
 
Eryilmaz describes the piece as a “free improvisation on eight folk dances” from the Silifke region of southern 
Turkey. The eight songs are connected by the seemingly improbable fact that, while all humorous songs about 
love and lust, their original lyrics in Turkish all manage to mention yogurt in one way or another. (Perhaps not 
too improbable if one considers that the Silifke region is known for its excellent yogurt and cheese.) Turkish folk 
music often sounds dissonant and even off-pitch to Western ears on account of its frequent use of 
“microtones,” notes that fall between the half-steps of the Western scale – in this work, Eryilmaz makes no 
effort to water down the striking effect, but rather pushes Western instruments out of their comfort zone. 
Listen also for punchy, asymmetrical rhythms – another typically Turkish characteristic – and the use of foot 
stomping and vocalization by the instrumentalists! 
 
 
Blue Rondo à la Turk      Dave Brubeck (1920-2012) 
(1959) 
 
Speaking of asymmetrical rhythms – in 1958, jazz great Dave Brubeck and his bandmates were on a tour of 
Europe and Asia sponsored by the State Department, when they stopped on a street corner in Istanbul to hear a 
folk band playing a dance in 9/8 time. Rather than a symmetrical 3+3+3 division of beats, the Turkish musicians 
were subdividing in 2+2+2+3, short-short-short-long, a rhythm common throughout Turkey and the Balkan 
peninsula but utterly new and fascinating to the Californian jazzman. He immediately noted down the tune and, 
as the story goes, the title of the jazz standard he would soon go on to write was an homage to the Turkish 
bandleader who told him “This rhythm is to us like the blues is to you.” 
 
The piece begins with the Turkish melody in rondo form, that is with a repeating theme interspersed with varied 
material between its recurrences. The 9/8 rhythm takes on a hypnotic quality – only to be suddenly interrupted 
by a middle section using a straightforward four beats to a bar. Eventually, the two sections merge and 
intermingle, Eastern and Western rhythms taking turns and playing off one another in perfect balance. 
 
 
Coqueteos       Gabriela Lena Frank (b. 1972) 
(from Leyendas, 2001) 
 
After spending much of its time in the musical environs of Eastern Europe and the Balkans, our program now 
moves to the Americas. Californian composer Gabriela Lena Frank’s work fits perfectly with our theme of 
intersections between folk and classical traditions and the blending of different musical worlds. A guiding 
principle in her work is mestizaje, the mixing of cultures: she makes special mention of the Peruvian writer Jose 
Maria Arguedas, who envisions a world free of subjugation and exploitation, where diverse cultures live in peace 
alongside one another with no one group striving for the upper hand. 
 
Frank comes from a family of blended Peruvian, Chinese, Lithuanian and Jewish descent. While she draws on all 
aspects of her multicultural background for inspiration, her music most often nods towards Peru and Latin 
America. She has commented that "I think the music can be seen as a by-product of my always trying to figure 
out how Latina I am and how gringa I am." In her 2001 string quartet Leyendas: An Andean Walkabout, she uses 



the traditional European string quartet to evoke the sounds of traditional guitars and flutes – and in the case of 
Coqueteos, also vocals, as the inspiration for this particular movement comes from a type of love serenade 
performed by men, called romanceros.  
 
 
Fiddle Suite: Montana     Korine Fujiwara  
(2009) 
 
The marriage of folk and classical traditions has been used for many reasons over the years. Sometimes it’s a 
political statement, sometimes it’s a composer from one culture’s enthusiastic exploration of something new 
and exciting from another. And in some cases, like here with Carpe Diem violist Korine Fujiwara’s Fiddle Suite 
Montana, it comes from one’s own deeply personal memories of home.   
Montana’s is the fourth-largest state in the US by geographical area, but it is also one of the most sparsely 
populated and least-frequently visited. Fujiwara, who was born and raised there, wrote the Fiddle Suite because 
“Words, at the time, failed to communicate the open expanse of sky, the loneliness, the beauty and the space.”  
 
The first movement, Montana, is meant to evoke the immense sky over the plains – an image that will ring true 
to Oklahoma audiences. The second movement, Stillwater Gorge, uses two folk dance rhythms – American 
bluegrass styles derived from Irish fiddling, the jig and the reel – to depict a rushing river. The third, Walkin’ in 
the Water, is built around an ostinato (repeating) theme with a folk-like character – taken from a song 
improvised by a five-year-old Fujiwara as she gleefully stomped through rain puddles to her parents’ general 
dismay. And it is her parents that are honored with the final two movements: Cherry Blossom draws on the 
Japanese folk song “Sakura” as a tribute to her father, who is of Japanese descent, and Peasebottom is a 
rollicking bluegrass finale celebrating the musical traditions of her mother’s Montana farming family. 
 
 
About the Carpe Diem String Quartet 
 
One of the most unique and sought-after chamber ensembles on the concert stage today, the Carpe Diem String 
Quartet is a boundary-breaking ensemble that has earned widespread critical acclaim. Carpe Diem defies easy 
classification with programming that includes classical, Gypsy, tango, folk, pop, rock, and jazz-inspired music. 
The quartet appears on traditional concert series (Carnegie Hall, New York NY; Jordan Hall, Boston MA; National 
Gallery of Art, Washington DC; Chautauqua Institute, Chautauqua NY; Asolo Theater, Sarasota FL; Accademia 
Chigiana, Siena Italy; Suntory Hall, Tokyo Japan) as well as unconventional venues (Poisson Rouge, NYC; Bach 
Dancing and Dynamite Society, Half-Moon Bay, CA; The Redlands Bowl, Redlands, CA; The Mug & Brush, 
Columbus, OH). Carpe Diem has been awarded five transformative grants from the PNC Foundation for their 
community outreach in Central Ohio.  
 
Carpe Diem’s CD, Montana, by composer (and quartet member) Korine Fujiwara, received this rave review in 
Strings Magazine: Carpe Diem “must be one of the most adventurous groups of its kind.” Carpe Diem has 
recorded the complete cycle of the nine string quartets of Sergei Taneyev for Naxos, as well as the complete 
string quartets of Jonathan Leshnoff, Reza Vali’s The Book of Calligraphy, two CDs with singer/guitarist Willy 
Porter, Anansi and the Sky God with saxophonist John Gunther, the complete string quartets of Richard Jordan 
Smoot, Quintets No. 1 and 2 for Mandolin and String Quartet by mandolinist Jeff Midkiff, and Bruce Wolosoff’s 
Songs without Words. Recently the CD of Jeff Midkiff’s music was awarded Gold Prize at the Global Music 
Awards. For more information on the quartet’s activities, visit their website, cdsq.org. 
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We ask that the audience hold applause until after the last movement of each work. 
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